GRAMMAR WORKSHEET
THERE IS / THERE ARE

- Look at the picture below and complete the sentences.
  Use: “There is / are (two, three, etc. / a few / many) …” OR “There isn’t / aren’t any…”

1. **There is** ________________________ a car on the road in Picture A.
2. **There isn’t** ________________________ a car on the road in Picture B.
3. ________________________ a big tree in Picture A.
4. ________________________ two big trees in Picture B.
5. ________________________ a young boy in Picture A.
6. ________________________ a young girl in Picture B.
7. ________________________ three butterflies in Picture A.
8. ________________________ two butterflies in Picture B.
9. ________________________ balloons in Picture A.
10. ________________________ balloons in Picture B.
11. ________________________ a house in Picture A.
12. ________________________ a house in Picture B.
Grammar Focus  ‘there is’ and ‘there are’

Level  Intermediate

**ANSWER KEY**

1. There is a car on the road in **Picture A**.
2. There isn’t a car on the road in **Picture B**.

3. There is a big tree in **Picture A**.
4. There are two big trees in **Picture B**.

5. There is a young boy in **Picture A**.
6. There is a young girl in **Picture B**.

7. There are three butterflies in **Picture A**.
8. There are two butterflies in **Picture B**.

9. There aren’t any balloons in **Picture A**.
10. There are three balloons in **Picture B**.

11. There isn’t a house in **Picture A**.
12. There is a house in **Picture B**.

**NOTES**

After the students have completed this worksheet, you may want to extend the activity by discussing (or writing about) some additional similarities and differences between the two pictures. For example:

*There is a sun in Picture A*
*There isn’t a sun in Picture B.*

etc.